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Construction of social consciousness and domination through the 
taken-for-granted in Akira Kurihara's sociology: The development 










　The aim of this paper is to reevaluate Akira Kurihara’s sociology in 1970s as the critical theory 
of a ‘totally-administrated society’. Domination in this society is taken for granted as a self-
evident and objective reality and consequently approved by the general populace. To elucidate how people 
form an attitude of spontaneous submission to social control, Kurihara employs Burger and Luckmann’s 
phenomenological sociology to shed light on the construction of social consciousness that is generated 
through the social processes and functions as a cognitive framework or codes for interpretation. However, 
Kurihara,  deviating from western critical theorists such as Herbert Marcuse, investigates not only the 
social construction of objective reality but also demonstrates that a disobedient ‘double consciousness’ 
is caused by contradictions inherent in the productivisim of the ‘totally-administrated society’  
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９　栗原（1976: 122）の表（表 4.1 実践の基本的モダリティ）をもとに作成。本稿の表 2 にも合わせて参照せよ。
⾲ 1 ᐇ㊶ࡢᇶᮏⓗᵝ┦(1) 




㌟యᛶ ປാ ປാ ⏕⏘ຊ 
ᑐ௚ᛶ ┦஫⾜Ⅽ ┦஫ᛶ ♫఍ⓗᙺ๭㸦♫఍㛵ಀ㸧 


































































































































㌟యᛶ ປാ ປാ ⏕⏘ຊ ᶵ⬟ᛶ ⤒῭ 
ᑐ௚ᛶ ┦஫⾜Ⅽ ┦஫ᛶ ♫఍ⓗᙺ๭ ඹྠᛶ ᨻ἞࣭♫఍ 
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